NEW YORK, NEW YORK / WASHINGTON D.C. / SEPTEMBER 2021
The Martine Dubin Company launches a the new online and app-hosted streaming platform,
CORE to global audiences. CORE TV Network is a merger of the networks Newswirefm and
Healthwirefm.
For 15 years, Newswirefm and Healthwirefm have featured the stories and knowledge of people,
businesses, and cultures, spreading conscious ideas, knowledge, real-life narratives, and
inspiring conversations to the masses. CORE aspires to elevate the digital tv experience by going
beyond the mainstream narrative, sparking imagination and reinforcing the core values of
education, ethical living, wellness, and innovation. CORE’s online TV Network and App (available
for iOS, tvOS and Android) streams shows, movies and practices in over 100 diﬀerent topics and
categories, from detox methods, nutrition, and yoga to content on business, science, philosophy
and anthropology. Upgraded app functionality provides fast search for user friendly on-the-go
viewing from anywhere in the world - no restrictions ever.
Martine Dubin, founder of Martine Dubin Company, stated:
“With a passion to share stories of leaders who reshape the way we think and live, and
a voracious thirst for knowledge, our team and myself constantly fuel global awareness with the
shows we produce and the lens of streaming media. Now, we’re excited to give you a streamlined
viewer experience with CORE."
ABOUT MARTINE DUBIN COMPANY: Martine Dubin Company is a leading media company in
development, production and marketing of original entertainment, news and information, with
over 220 hours of original content, 600+ original titles and or episodes.
Martine Dubin Company has also collaborated and created original series including with NATO,
Burda Media, Lincoln Center, Harpo Studio, Ashoka Foundation, Curiosity Stream, Yoga &
Science Conference, Boulder Crest Institute, Automation Anywhere, and The Zanuck Company.
Dutch media entrepreneur Martine Dubin is a trailblazer to independent media, passionate to
redefine journalism, she and her female-led team create honest media content without a
political agenda. Martine is the Director and Executive Producer behind all the original shows,
movies and masterclasses. She’s been recognized by Origin Magazine as one of the Top 100
Creatives Making a Diﬀerence and described by OM Times as The Vision Behind Original
Entertainment.
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